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Understanding Horn Directivity Control
Horns are often used in loudspeaker systems for a variety of reasons. One may be to
provide increased acoustical loading to the driver attached to the horn. This helps to
increase the sensitivity/efficiency. Another may be to provide some control over the
radiation pattern of the driver attached to the horn. It is this directivity control aspect
upon which we will focus our attention for this article.
In 1975 Don Keele presented a paper at the 51st Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society that introduced the modern Constant Directivity horn. This new horn design
(new at that time) combined an exponential throat section, to provide good loading at
lower frequencies, with a conical or straight wall section that provided a more uniform
coverage pattern in the higher frequency region than a pure exponential horn. In this
paper he noted the relationship between the coverage angle of the horn, the low
frequency loss of directivity control, and the horn mouth size;
Equation 1

= the mouth dimension of the horn (either horizontal or vertical)
= the coverage angle of the horn (horizontal or vertical)
the low frequency loss of directivity control, (horizontal or vertical)
and K is a constant with an empirically derived value or 1x10 6 in*deg*Hz or
2.54x104 m*deg*Hz
From this equation we can determine the horn mouth dimension necessary to yield
directivity control down to a certain frequency. For a fixed coverage angle, a larger
mouth dimension is required to maintain this coverage to a lower frequency. For
every octave lower we want directivity control halving of frequency the mouth
dimension must double. Similarly, if the coverage angle is made smaller the horn
mouth dimension must increase to maintain this coverage angle to a given
frequency. For every halving of the coverage angle the mouth dimension must
double.
This larger mouth size for a smaller coverage angle seems counterintuitive to many
people when they are first presented with it. However, due to those pesky laws of
physics this is the way things work. It is not unlike the same principles that govern
the behavior of a line array. To have the narrow vertical coverage angle, which most
of us associate with line arrays, to a low frequency requires a long line array.
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If we have a horn with a known coverage angle and we also know the mouth
dimension we can rewrite this equation to solve it for low frequency loss of
directivity control.
Equation 2

Above this frequency the coverage angle, or beamwidth, should be fairly constant.
Below this frequency, however, the beamwidth should increase as we lose
directivity control. This is an extremely important point to keep in mind when
evaluating potential loudspeakers for use in system designs where good directivity
control is required. Loudspeaker spec sheets all too often reference a nominal
coverage pattern with little qualification as to the frequency region over which this
beamwidth is actually maintained. As we will see later, omitting this information
and an erroneous assumption on the designer’s part may yield less than desirable
end results.
To determine the coverage of a horn below the frequency at which is starts to lose
directivity control we can once again rewrite Equation 1 solving for the coverage
angle to get,
Equation 3

Note that we have substituted any frequency, , for the low frequency loss of
directivity control, . This is valid so long as we restrict it to frequencies lower
than the low frequency loss of directivity control. At frequencies higher than this
the beamwidth should be relatively constant at the design coverage angle.
Graphing Equation 3 will indicate how the loss of directivity control progresses with
decreasing frequency. This is shown in Figure 1 for a hypothetical horn with
horizontal and vertical coverage angles of 90° and 45°, respectively. The horn has a
12 inch 30 cm square mouth. A real horn might not be quite so well behaved in
the region around the initial loss of directivity control frequency. This is
intentionally not shown as its cause is beyond the scope of this article and to
simplify the presentation of the relevant topic.
As we can see in the graph the horizontal beamwidth of 90° begins to increase at
just above 900 Hz. The 45° vertical beamwidth begins to increase at approximately
1.8 kHz. Referring back to Equation 2 we can see why this occurs. The vertical
beamwidth is half the value of the horizontal beamwidth. The horn mouth is 12
inches 30 cm in both the horizontal and vertical planes, d is constant. Thus, the
, is twice that of the horizontal loss
vertical loss of directivity control frequency,
of directivity control frequency,
.
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Figuree 1 – 12x12 inch
h square mouth horn with 90° horizontal
h
and 45° vertical beaamwidth

Figuree 2 – Directivity
y balloons for 122x12 inch squarre mouth horn

This is also illustrated in th
he directivity
y balloons shown
s
in Figgure 2. At 4 kHz the 90
0°
x 45°° coverage pattern is well
w maintaained. At 1 kHz the losss of verticaal directivitty
contrrol can be appreciated
a
d as the cov
verage patttern appearrs almost axxisymmetric.
This behavior iss also suggeested by thee beamwidtth graphs in
n Figure 1. At
A 1 kHz th
he
v
beam
mwidth aree both appro
oximately 90
0°.
horizzontal and vertical
t
In geeneral, squarre mouth hoorns will haave a ratio of the frequuencies for horizontal to
verticcal loss of diirectivity control that is the same as the ratio off the vertical to horizontaal
coverrage angle. For our exam
mple of 90° and 45° thiss is exactly thhe case as thhe ratio is 2:11.
If thee horn, with
h the same 12
1 inch squaare mouth, had
h a verticcal beamwiddth of 60° we
w
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would expect thee ratio to be 3:2
3 for the 90°
9 x 60° horrn. This wouuld place thee vertical losss
of dirrectivity con
ntrol frequenncy at a bit ovver 1.35 kHzz.
In orrder for the loss of diirectivity coontrol frequeencies to bee the same for both thhe
horizzontal and veertical beam
mwidth, the more
m
narrow
w coverage angle
a
must have
h
a moutth
dimennsion that iss larger by the
t ratio of the coveragge angles. Let’s
L
say thaat we want to
t
modiify our exam
mple horn forr this to occuur. Our covverage anglee ratio of 2:11 would meaan
the veertical mouth dimensionn, height, woould need to be twice thaat of the horiizontal moutth
dimennsion, width
h. So we woould now haave a horn mouth
m
that iss 12 in (30 cm)
c wide annd
24 in (61 cm) hig
gh.
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Figuree 3 – 12x24 inch
h mouth horn with
w 90° horizon
ntal and 45° verttical beamwidth
h

Figuree 4 – Directivity
y balloons for 122x24 inch mouth horn
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This can be verified by employing Equation 1 to calculate the new required height
dimension. With this new height, Equation 3 may again be used to graph the
beamwidth Figure 3 . The directivity balloons for this 24 inch tall horn Figure 4
show the improved directivity control at 1 kHz compared to 12 inch tall horn
Figure 2 .
What about a more commonly seen horn, one with a height much smaller than the
width? For 90° x 45° horns from some manufacturers mouth dimensions of 12 in
30 cm x 6 in 15 cm would not be out of the ordinary. Again, we will use Equation
2 to calculate the new frequency for the vertical loss of directivity control with our
more commonly dimensioned horn. This turns out to be 3.7 kHz. Using Equation 3 to
graph the beamwidth yields Figure 5.
Here we see something very interesting not present in the previous graphs. Below 2
kHz the vertical beamwidth is actually greater than the horizontal beamwidth! This
is sometimes referred to as “pattern flip”. The vertical coverage pattern of the horn,
which is supposed to be narrower than the horizontal coverage pattern, is now the
broader coverage angle. In other words, the horizontal and vertical beamwidth
have flipped with respect to which is greater and which is lesser. This is particularly
noticeable when examining the directivity balloons shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5 – 12x6 inch mouth horn with 90° horizontal and 45° vertical beamwidth
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Figuree 6 – Directivity
y balloons for 122x6 inch mouth
h horn

As mentioned
m
earlier,
e
if th
he spec sheeet for a lou
udspeaker using
u
a horrn of similaar
dimeensions merrely gave th
he intended,, or nominaal, coverage angles with
h little or no
n
inforrmation as to the freequency raange over which
w
the coverage angles
a
werre
main
ntained one might erro
oneously beelieve that the stated beamwidth
b
i valid for a
is
much
h larger freequency ran
nge than is actually po
ossible. Ass such, the loudspeakeer
perfo
ormance sh
hown in Figgure 5 and Figure 6 may not worrk well for application
ns
requiring good
d directivitty control in orderr to facilittate adequ
uate speecch
intellligibility. The
T intendeed vertical beamwidth
b
of 45° is only
o
achieveed above 3..7
kHz. Below thiss frequency
y quite a bitt of acoustical energy could be pu
ut into areaas
d
Th
his will beco
ome noticeaable when mapping
m
thee coverage of
o
wherre it is not desired.
a lou
udspeaker using
u
one off these typess of horns in
n a room. The
T other ittem that maay
be ob
bserved is th
hat below 2 kHz the lou
udspeaker may
m perform
m better if it was turneed
on itss side. This is also seen
n in Figure 6.
6
As with
w most en
ngineering exercises th
here are sev
veral itemss that must be balanceed
when
n it comes to
t the directtional perfo
ormance of horns.
h
Narrrow coverage angle, th
he
desirred low freq
quency for maintaining
m
g the coveraage angle, an
nd small ho
orn size; picck
any two.
t
The tw
wo that aree chosen will dictate what
w
the third must bee. One can
n’t
arbittrarily have all three at the same tiime.
I hop
pe this has helped to
t explain a bit abou
ut how thee frequency
y dependen
nt
direcctivity of a horn
h
relatess to its size. Small horn
ns simply caan’t yield sm
mall coveragge
anglees at low frrequencies. Beware of
o those thaat attempt to advise, or
o advertisee,
differrently.
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